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queensoftheuniverseva@gmail.com

Saturday, November 12, 2022

Katayoun Farah
Originally from Iran, Katayoun Farah began performing as a teen pageant girl in Virginia
Beach. After an illustrious career as a performer, teacher, author, and studio owner in the
Washington, D.C. area, a leap of faith drew her to California where her soul and her art
were reborn. The Persian Powerhouse is back in Virginia to take you on an exploratory
journey of multicultural and artistic discovery.
Her performance repertoire includes seven styles of Iranian and Persian dance, and six
styles of Arab and Egyptian dance. In two decades as a creative professional, she
continues to learn and expand in all directions that her instincts take her. At this juncture,
she is exploring and experimenting with many forms, ideas and applications.
She brings this evolving spirit with methodology and focus to her teachings. With her
signature style and solid foundation, Katayoun Farah will be teaching two workshops with
a new vision of dance movement and cultural expression.
9:30a - 10:00a

Registration

10:00a– 12:00p

Mindful Movement & Dance Technique- Explore dance for personal wellness as well as a performing art!
We will delve into muscle engagement and movement dynamics, integrating the sought-after expression of
the arms and upper body. Beyond the confines of dance moves, this workshop will help you expand your
range of expression for more joyful, confident and mindful dancing for yourself and your audience.

12:00p - 2:00p

Lunch & Lecture – Learn the history and context for Persian fusion with a short discussion/Q&A session that
will take place during part of the lunch break.

2:00p - 4:00p

Spicy Persian Fusion- Explore the boundaries of Persian dance and music through the diverse sounds of
modern Iranian pop music. We will experiment with a variety of Persian fusion music. Examples may
include Persian-Arab and Latin fusion, Persian hip hop, and Persian rap. This generation of artists is creating
music in a different language, both figuratively and literally, while harnessing that famous Persian passion
for pure joy. Even when they are expressing their pain, Iranians are known for having fun. Be here for it!

7:00p

Hafla (doors open at 6:30p)

No refunds unless event is cancelled. Observers pay the same fees as registered participants. No children unless registered as participants.

Workshops held at the Colonial Heights Recreation Center, 157 Roanoke Avenue, Colonial Heights, VA
DIRECTIONS: Located off of I-95S exit 54 (Temple Ave). Upon exiting, keep left and take the second exit off the roundabout onto Temple Ave. Turn left onto
Boulevard. Continue 0.7 miles down Boulevard . Pass through the stoplight with the McDonald’s on the left and take the next right in front of the building with
the blue roof onto Roanoke Ave. The Colonial Heights Recreation Center will be on the left hand side.

Name:
Sign me up for the workshops on Saturday, 11/12/2022!



Both workshops ($50)



Technique($35) OR Persian Fusion($35) Circle one



Hafla Ticket ($10 each) QTY: ___________

E-mail :
Mail registration with checks payable to DEBORAH LOFTUS
Queens of the Universe c/o Jenny Desjean
5400 W Melbeck Rd
Richmond, VA 23234
CHECKS MUST BE PAYABLE TO DEBORAH LOFTUS
Pay with a credit card via PayPal at
www.queensoftheuniverse.com

